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Definition & Background

Outline

OPTIMUS: Opportunities in Language Modeling

FQ-GAN: Challenges in Image Generation

PREVALENT: Applications to Vision-and-Language Navigation

At a large scale

At a small scale
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https://openai.com/blog/generative-models/

Background

“What I cannot create, I do not understand.”
—Richard Feynman

To train a generative model, we first collect a large amount of data in some domain (e.g., think of 
images, sentences, or sounds, etc.) and then train a model to generate data like it.

The trick is that the neural networks we use as
generative models (i.e. DGM) have a number of
parameters significantly smaller than the amount
of data we train them on, so the models are
forced to discover and efficiently internalize the
essence of the data in order to generate it.

data model

I can learn from the data just fine
The trick of DGMs:

https://openai.com/blog/generative-models/
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Latent Space Observation Space

Definition

Representation Learning: 

Generative Modeling:

and      are optional stochastic sources

;      Goal

https://openai.com/blog/generative-models/
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Taxonomy

Most generative models have the basic setup of modeling data generation process but differ in the details. 
Here are three popular examples:

Models Key Concept Pros Cons

Variational 
Autoencoders 
(VAEs)

An encoder-decoder framework via probabilistic 
graphical models, where we are maximizing a lower 
bound on the log likelihood of the data

Simultaneously perform 
both generation and 
inference with latent 
variables

Generated samples 
tend to be slightly 
blurry

Generative 
Adversarial 
Networks (GANs)

A generator-discriminator framework via an 
adversarial training game. where we are directly 
generating samples of the data

Generate the sharpest 
samples 

More difficult to 
optimize due to 
unstable training 
dynamic

Autoregressive 
models
(e.g. PixelRNN, 

Neural LM)

Factorize the joint distribution of data into the 
conditional distributions, modeling every individual 
dimension given previous dimensions 

Simple and stable training, 
yielding the best log 
likelihood

Inefficient during 
sampling and don’t 
easily provide low-
dimensional features

https://openai.com/blog/generative-models/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1312.6114
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graphical_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Variational_Bayesian_methods
http://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2661
http://arxiv.org/abs/1601.06759


Current Research Status

Most in Academia: 
Theoretical principles/connections/advances of DGMs, and 
their applications to new domains, e.g., language, music etc. 

“Two roads diverged in a wood and  
I took the one less traveled by, and 
that has made all the difference.”
-- Robert Frost

Less for Practioners: 
How Good are the Deep Generative Models Really? especially 
when we face massive data in industrial practice?

…



At Scale: data & computing

data
model

I have never afforded this much data

Opportunity: How good could it be with pre-training?

Challenge: The traditional methods do NOT work well 

Application: How could it benefit pre-training?

Current Trends:  Strong empirical results via pre-training 
on massive data with massive computing 

The trick of DGMs is less studied at a large scale
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OPTIMUS: Opportunities in Language Modeling

FQ-GAN: Challenges in Image Generation

PREVALENT: Data augmentation for pre-training VLN



Optimus: Organizing Sentences via 
Pre-trained Modeling of a Latent Space

C. Li, X. Gao, Y. Li, X. Li, B. Peng, Y. Zhang, J. Gao
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Pre-trained Language Models (PLMs)

Understanding Generation

• BERT
• Roberta
• Albert

• GPT-2
• Megatron
• Turing

Understanding & Generation

• UniLM
• T5
• BART

PLMs are great! Achieving state-of-the-art performance in various domains. 

Issue: Lack of explicit modeling of structures in a latent space, rendering it difficult to 
control natural language generation / understanding from an abstract level

Existing PLMs



VAE at a small scale

Promise: 
• A latent variable model, allowing generation and representation learning simultaneously
• By representing sentences in a low-dimensional latent space, VAEs allow easy manipulation 

of sentences using the corresponding compact vector representations

Issues of existing language VAEs: 
• Too small (e.g., 2-layer LSTM) that the trick of DGMs breaks;
• KL vanishing, not really easy to train



Neural Language Models (NLM)  & GPT-2

To generate a sentence of length T, 

Issues: 
• The only source of variation is modeled in the conditionals at every step
• No high-level control of the sentence, such as tense, topics or sentiment

all tokens before t



NLM vs VAE (decoder)

Key Insight: 
• A latent variable z indicates high-level semantics to guide the sequential language generation

all tokens before t all tokens before t

Latent variable

To generate a sentence of length T, 



VAE (the full training objective)

KL Vanishing Issue (Optional): 
• KL term degenerates to 0
• VAE reduces to NLM, the learned features become identical to Gaussian prior (not informative at all)

• Decoder or  generation network

• Encoder or  inference network
Framework 

Training Objective: 

Reconstruction Term KL Term



Optimus

We focus on modeling sentences of a moderate length Settings 

Pre-training dataset:

-- Organizing sentences via Pre-Trained Modeling of a Universal Space

Wikipedia 

• NOT text sequence chunks of fixed length

• NOT long-form text sequence such as paragraphs, document etc.

Why? We deliberately keep a simple model:  
• Only a single low-dimensional latent vector to represent a sentence
• Controllability degraded for longer text sequences 

This setting covers a large percentage of commonly seen sentences.

We choose maximum length 64 to construct the pre-training dataset. It leads to 

1990K sentences, which is 96.45% of entire Wikipedia dataset



Optimus

Architecture & 
Initialization 

Pre-training Schedule

-- Pre-training

Latent Vector Injection 

• Cyclical annealing schedule for the KL term [*]
• Dimension-wise thresholding of the KL  term, with hyper-parameter

[*] Cyclical Annealing Schedule: A Simple Approach to Mitigating KL Vanishing H. Fu*,C. Li*, X. Liu, J. Gao, A. Celikyilmaz, L. Carin, NAACL 2019



Optimus -- Fine-tuning (1/3): Language Modeling

Fine-tuning pre-trained models for one epoch, evaluated with two types of metrics

• Representation learning capability: Active units (AU) of z and its Mutual Information (MI) with x.

• Generation capability: Perplexity(PPL)

• Pre-training is a new way  to 
reduce KL vanishing

• Lower PPL than GPT-2 due to the 
knowledge encoded in latent space



Optimus -- Fine-tuning (2/3): Guided Language Generation; Simple Manipulation

Sentence transfer via arithmetic operation

Interpolating between two sentences

Compare with GPT-2, these are new ways 
one can play with language generation 



Optimus -- Fine-tuning (2/3): Guided Language Generation; Sophisticated Manipulation

• Dialog response generation

• Stylized response generation

• Label-conditional text generation Yelp

Dailydialog + Holmes

Dailydialog

These tasks rely on a hierarchical generation process:
1. first the latent vector (the outlines of the target), 
2. then target sentences

The pre-trained latent space alleviate the learning burden 
of downstream tasks, thus improve performance



Optimus -- Fine-tuning (3/3): Low-resource Language Understanding

Yelp

GLUE

• Fine-tuning: both the pre-trained model and the linear classifier are updated;
• Feature-based: pre-trained mode weights are frozen to provide embeddings for the update of the classifier.

Feature-based method maintains the pre-trained smooth latent structures, and thus helps generalization



Feature Quantization Improves GAN Training

Y. Zhao*, C. Li*, P. Yu, J. Gao, and C. Chen (∗Equal contribution)
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GANs

• Discriminator

• Generator
Framework 

Training Objective: 

implemented via  

Feature Matching: 

Data Distribution Matching : 



Poor estimate in a continuous feature space

1. Current mini-batch estimate 

scheme can be prohibitively 

inaccurate when facing large or 

complex datasets

Feature Matching: 

1. Estimated using mini-batch statistics

2. A dynamic distribution over time

2. Even worse, fake data distribution is 

changing during training. The underlying 

distribution is hard to capture.



From Continuous to Quantized Representations

• Limiting the feature space, enabling implicit feature matching
Dictionary

Quantization

True

Fake



Dictionary Learning

• Dictionary items are the feature centroids: a number of the most representative feature vectors  

sg: stop-gradient

• A dynamic & consistent dictionary:

The current mini-batch is enqueued to the dictionary, and 

the oldest mini-batches in the queue are gradually removed. 

The dictionary always represents a set of prototypes for 
the recent features



FQ-GAN

• Training objective:

• Applications to Image generation: position-wise quantization

At a given position on the feature map, the feature vector 
characterizes the local image region. It is quantized into its nearest 
dictionary item, leading to a new quantized feature map 
containing calibrated local feature prototypes

What’s new? 
• Additional Parameters: Dictionary items
• Additional Regularizer:  Feature quantization



Quantized Feature Maps

The dictionary items are visualized in 1D as the color-bar using t-SNE.

Image regions with similar semantics utilize the same/similar dictionary items. For example, bird neck 

is in dark red, sky or clear background is in shallow blue, grass is in orange



Results (1/3): BigGANs for Image Generation 

Brock, et al. "Large scale GAN training for high fidelity natural image synthesis." ICLR 2018

TAC-GAN: "Twin Auxilary Classifiers GAN." NeurIPS 2019
M. Gong, Y. Xu, C. Li, K. Zhang, and K. B..



Results (1/3): BigGANs for Image Generation 

Training time comparison; Only 1~3% slower

Feature matching quality per class

Image generation quality per class

FQ-GAN significantly improves feature matching; 
Improving GAN performance with minor computational overhead



Results (2/3): StyleGAN for Face Synthesis

Full resolution FFHQ (1024 x 1024).

StyleGAN2: 3.31

FQ-StyleGAN2:   3.19

Karras et al. “A Style-Based Generator Architecture for Generative Adversarial Networks”, CVPR 2019



Results (3/3): Unsupervised Image-to-Image Translation

Kim et al. “U-GAT-IT: Unsupervised Generative Attentional Networks with Adaptive Layer-Instance Normalization 

for Image-to-Image Translation”, ICLR 2020



Towards Learning a Generic Agent for 
Vision-and-Language Navigation via Pre-training

W. Hao∗, C. Li∗, X. Li, L. Carin and J. Gao (∗Equal contribution), CVPR 2020

https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.10638
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What is Vision-and-Language Navigation (VLN)?

• Input: language instructions ; visual states      at each time step t

• Output: take an action (which direction to navigate) each step

• Goal: From a starting location, train an agent to navigate to the target location

Success case

Failure case



A Generic Agent for Navigation Tasks

PREVALENT:



Pre-training dataset

We construct our pre-training dataset based on the Mat-terport3D Simulator

D1: The training datasets of R2R: 104K image-text-action triplets

D2: We train an auto-regressive model (Speaker) on R2R, and employ 

the model to synthesize 1,020K instructions for the shortest-path 

trajectories on the Simulator: 6,482K image-text-action triplets. 

Therefore, the size of pre-training dataset D = D1 + D2 is 6,582K.



Pre-training



Fine-tuning

SoTA on three navigation tasks; serving a strong baseline for future self-supervised learning methods for VLN



Conclusions

Model Types At a large scale Key Comments

VAE OPTIMUS

-- Opportunities in 
Language Modeling

The first pre-trained 
VAE model in 
comparison with BERT 
& GPT-2

GAN FQ-GAN
-- Challenges in 
Image Generation

Stabilizing mini-batch 
estimates for large 
datasets

Autoregressive 
models

PREVALENT: 
-- Applications to 
Vision-and-Language 
Navigation

Generating samples to 
augment datasets for 
pre-training

data model

I can probably approximately correctly 

learn from the data again

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probably_approximately_correct_learning

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Probably_approximately_correct_learning

